CCC certifiers are individuals who make themselves available to the ILR to officiate the CCC trials. Their responsibilities are to pass or fail the llamas on each of the specified tasks according to the guidelines given within the program. Certifiers may do this on a volunteer basis; within other judging duties; on the farm events; or at other special locations. They have no responsibilities for tracking paperwork, collecting money or any other administrative duties. Any monies paid to certifiers will be between the certifier and the venue. ILR will not be paying any of the fees associated with certifiers.

Certifier Certification Process:

1) Requirements:
   a. The certifier must be an ILR member.
   b. The certifier must have lama handling experience specific in area of performance.
   c. The certifier must have a general idea in scoring performance.
   d. The certifier must have read and understand all tasks in each trial they will be certifying llamas for.
   e. After becoming familiar with the CCC program, all current ILR-SD performance judges may become certifiers upon request.
   f. Anyone not currently a recognized performance judge with ILR must have a signature of either a judge or a CCC committee member, verifying the person is able to perform the functions in the program.
   g. All certifiers must sign a document stating they have read and agree to the terms of the program.

2) Process:
   a. Prospective certifiers can attend a certifier class to become a CCC certifier.
   b. To find out the availability of certifier classes, please contact the ILR office.
   c. When necessary, individuals may be able to become certifiers through a mentored phone call.
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